Let Our Experience Benefit You
R.A. Rezzelle provides professional mechanical and electrical design services, drafting,
digital video production, AutoCAD training, and environmental consulting to a variety of
industries. Established in 1982, we have served FORTUNE 100 firms, specialized
engineering/architectural firms, and construction companies. Using the latest in computeraided design and drafting (CADD) technology, digital technology, and environmental testing,
we are dedicated to delivering a quality product on time and within budget.
Our mechanical and electrical designers, CADD operators, and environmental lab specialists
provide a diverse base of experience and technological capabilities. Our team of
professionals all work together to help you achieve your goals and ultimately your success.
As a technical and environmental support firm, we understand your staffing requirements.
You will benefit from our expertise and the full backup of our design capabilities. Our services
allow you to staff your company with experienced personnel to meet new challenges and
tight deadlines without making costly investments.

Technical Design Services
Environmental Consulting and Testing
CADD Specialists
Technical Publications
Autodesk Registered Developers

“ We can support all the
needs of your engineering
department. ”

Our Commitment
Our team of professionals will meet your challenge, whether you need additional design help
to get through a peak period, drawing conversions, or assistance with environmental
concerns. We give the very best when it comes to problem solving. Our business is to
provide you with the finest technical and environment support services available.

R.A. REZZELLE, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 6177
Augusta, Georgia 30916-6177
Phone: (706) 793-9614
Fax: (706) 793-2232
Website: www.rarezzelle.com

Technical and Graphic Services
R.A. Rezzelle has a combination of experience in technical design and CADD support for
industrial, commercial and residential projects. We have an in-depth background providing
various services to the pulp/paper and chemical industries with concept development through
all phases of the design process.
We can provide your engineering department with project supervision, mechanical designers,
electrical designers, field technicians, and CADD operators at your company’s location or offsite. Our many services include conceptual development, technical design and detailing, field
verification, as-built documentation, CADD, drawing conversions, and system configuration.
Our technical design teams are experienced in all disciplines including: Electrical,
Mechanical, Piping, Structural, Civil, and Architectural. Here are some of the services that
can be provided,

Machinery Design
Equipment layouts
Baseplate layouts
Platforms
Conveyors
Shafts
Gears
Spare part Detailing
Plastic parts

P&ID's
Logic diagrams
Panel layouts
Elementaries
Conduit schedules
Interconnect diagrams
Cable/Conduit routing
PLC I/O diagrams
Lighting

Isometric piping
Commercial offices
Warehouses
Training manuals
Graphic illustration

We will work closely with your design staff to understand your objectives and deliver a
complete solution. Whether performing conceptual designs, working on CADD, or making
field investigations, we are always dedicated to speed and accuracy.

Custom Computer Training
R.A. Rezzelle provides customized AutoCAD training for both individuals and corporations.
Our training services are counted among the very best in the industry with experienced
instructors, customer specific training, one-on-one assistance, flexible class schedules, onsite training, and customized training material. Our senior instructor has over 15 years of
AutoCAD experience, as well as an extensive background in engineering.
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